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A gruesome crime scene. His beloved father beheaded. The prime suspect? His best friend. Will

justice be served? Can he avenge the murder of his father? Join Laban the younger on an epic

journey from Jerusalem to the American continent in search of Nephi, his one-time friend, now his

arch nemesis. The Book of Zelph is the world's most true book. The real-life story of the founding of

America from the perspective of the Lamanites, the principle ancestors of the Native

Americans.Who Was Zelph?Perhaps the greatest person in American history was Zelph, the great

white Lamanite warrior, who was slain during the last great struggle between the Nephites and

Lamanites. His remains were discovered by Joseph Smith and Company in 1834, but not much was

known about him. He has remained a cult hero among faithful latter-day saints for nearly 180 years.

Until now, Zelph's memory has been kept alive through fantastic urban legends told around

campfires and in early morning seminary. These tales can finally be put to rest, because Zelph can

now speak for himself. Zelph fans rejoice, for Zelph's records have been discovered!! We can now

read Zelph's own words, written by his own hand, upon plates!! The Coming Forth of The Book of

Zelph.While pondering certain passages in The History of the Church, Volume 2, Josh Anderson

came upon a passage that mentioned a great white Lamanite warrior named Zelph. This seemingly

insignificant event would lead him on a journey to Zelph's final resting place. It was there, in a grove

of trees, that Josh would come across the greatest archeological find since Joseph Smith

purchased Abraham's writings from Michael Chandler. Josh was led to a hand cart overflowing with

metal plates, which were the Lamanite records. He translated the abridgment of these plates, given

to him by Zelph, into the Book of Zelph. For the entire story of the coming forth of the Book of Zelph,

read Josh Anderson's testimony in the beginning of the book.A Timely Discovery.As archeological

and DNA evidence appear to disprove the Book of Mormon, the Book of Zelph has come forward as

a second witness to The Book of Mormon. The Book of Zelph fills in the scientific gaps of the Book

of Mormon and explains the DNA controversy. A Message From the Translator of This Work.Thank

you for taking the time to read about Zelph. Now that you have learned a little bit about Zelph, don't

you want to learn more? I encourage you to take the next step and read the Book of Zelph, and then

ask yourself if it really is true. If you read it and don't think it is true, re-read it and ask yourself again

if you think it is true. If you have some dice, you may want to try Melph's promise of rolling the diece

and getting a 7, as outlined in the final chapter of The Book of Zelph. In fact, you don't even need to

read the book to do Melph's promise. I promise you that if you do the things I tell you, you will

eventually discover for yourself that the Book of Zelph is true." Sincerely,Josh Anderson, Translator

of The Book of Zelph
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A rewrite of the book of Mormon. The intro is written using the BOM as a template. It makes a

mockery of the Book of Mormon.

This book is entertaining if you have a background in Mormonism. It gives the book of Mormon from

a different perspective and is mostly parody. As a Mormon converted to pastafarianism, this book is

a great fit for me. I wish there was a printed version but for now the kindle version is pretty good.

"This author has done a great job of proving that no man can write scripture on his own, only

Almighty God working through man can accomplish that task. Just as God brought forth the Book of

Mormon through his chosen prophet Joseph Smith.I'm very glad that this author had nothing better

to do than sit around and write this book. This book not only proves the impossibility of the Book of

Mormon coming from anywhere but God Himself, but also witnesses to many of the promises found

in the Book of Mormon regarding those who are apostates from the truth".



Even though I don't accept the Book of Mormon as a book of scripture, I do think it has good moral

principles that if incorporated into our lives can be a useful guide to point us to Christ. Therefore, I

thought the Book of Zelph is a total mockery of the Book of Mormon, which I think is what it was

intended to be. I therefore rate it as less than 1 on a scale of 1-10.

I'm not a member of the LDS or any other denomination that uses the Book of Mormon, but this is

certainly a tasteless and offensive attack on tens of millions of people who have faith in the Book of

Mormon. There are more honorable ways to make a buck. Only haters will like this book.

In spite of trying to mock and criticize this book is actually a fantastic testament to the truthfullness

of the Book of Mormon. This is a perfect example of how impossible it is to produce a book like the

Book of Mormon. I'm sure many many days went into this pathetic attempt to merely tell a story from

another point of view. Contrast that with Joseph Smith taking just 50 days to complete the Book of

Mormon from scratch with a 3rd grade education. If this is the best work this author can do that is

truely pathetic, however, if he thinks he can match the caliber of the Book of Mormon in another

attempt let him try. Such an attempt will only continue to strengthen the fact that the Book of

Mormon is of God.This author has done a great job of proving that no man can write scripture on his

own, only Almighty God working through man can accomplish that task. Just as God brought forth

the Book of Mormon through his chosen prophet Joseph Smith.I'm very glad that this author had

nothing better to do than sit around and write this book. This book not only proves the impossibility

of the Book of Mormon coming from anywhere but God Himself, but also witnesses to many of the

promises found in the Book of Mormon regarding those who are apostates from the truth.many

thanks to the author

This book should be marked as satire.

Just as bad as racism, is mocking other religions we do not believe. This is an attempt to be funny

at the expense of millions of people around the world who have read the actual Book Of Mormon

and are members of the lds church. What a sad pitiful way to draw attention unto oneself for money.

Seems this "author" has forgotten one of the 10 commandments, "thou shalt not lie." Because even

taking truth from something and twisting it just enough to lull people to believe something other than

the truth of what was meant, is considered a lie. Twisting the truth for your own gain while mocking

a religion you do not practice is wrong. I would never mock any faith no matter what my beliefs are.



Let people worship in peace. Mormons are always lied about from outside their faith. They are

actually really great people who do so much charity and every country in this world and are one of

the very first churches to reach out and go to work helping people when disaster strikes. Here's

something to think about, let's say the Mormon Religion isn't true, or better yet, let's say all of

Christianty isn't true, that will only mean that every Christian in the world will not have lost a single

thing and it wouldn't matter. But if Christianity IS true, when the author of this book faces God

himself after using his precious earthly time to mock and bash other Christians, it would matter more

than he can even comprehend. Guilty people of harming others are always the ones who regret the

most looking back. Sooner or later this author will realize that not only was this a huge waste of

time, but it will become a regret one day. Also, keep in mind, if you want to know TRUTH about any

religion keep in mind these 3 wise suggestions (1) When trying to understand another religion, you

should ask the adherents of that religion and not its enemies.(2) Don't compare your best to their

worst.(3) Leave room for ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“holy envy.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• (Finding appreciation for the

good and light of a religion rather than focusing on the parts you don't fully even understand.")This

book will fill your mind full of nothing but sarcasm and mockery. And it will only be liked and given a

5 star by similar people with nothing better to do than read a fictional book serving no purpose for

the good of anything while adding to the fortune of the author whose triumph in life is to put down

other people, of a faith he is doesn't share. For what? Personal gain. Well your mocking amusement

at other human beings expense, especially anything connected to Christ, will one day be your

biggest regret. False advertisement. False witness. Congrats to you.
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